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ROGER 

 
Engine Room Guide 

 
 
 
These notes are intended to be used as a student / instructor guide to give the minimum basic 
information for starting and operating the Engine in Roger. There is no substitute for gaining 
experience. 
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Preparing ‘Roger’ - Engine operation 

The engine and gearbox controls are at the steering position. All other operator actions are in the 

engine room.  

Starting the engine 

The engine is hand start, and will require practice.  

Engine pre-start checks:  

 Remove cover from exhaust, position chimney. 

 Level of lub oil in the tank – by dipstick. 

 Lower cooling water intake open, upper shut.  

 Cooling water drain valve shut, silencer vent valve open.  

 Fuel pumped up to day tank (operate hand pump until soft “thump” is heard from the tank).  

 All grease cups filled and tightened as required. There are 6: two on combined water and bilge 

pump, one for each cylinder rocker gear, one for each bearing of the hand start axle. If already 

screwed hard down, re-charge using grease tin provided.  

 Level of lub oil on the dipstick in governor reservoir. 

 Change-over valves both shut (tightened to right). These set the compression to High – the engine 

will not start otherwise. They are opened once the engine is running – see below.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Bilge pump suction valve open.  

Change-over valves 
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To start the engine: 

1. Set throttle lever fully open. This is best done at the steering position.  

 

2. Position starting handle.  

3. Open decompression valves (on top of rocker covers – levers set vertically). 

 

4. Disengage the gearbox – otherwise, you will be turning the whole propulsion train when you try 

to start.   

Decompression 
valves closed 

Silencer vent valve 

Grease cups 

Decompression 
valves open 
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5. Prime the engine (in warm weather it may not be necessary to do this, but it could be worthwhile 

anyway) – turn the engine over about 20 turns, wait and rest 5 minutes, then repeat.   

6. Now to start: with thumbs on top of the handle (not griping it), turn engine briskly. When 

sufficient speed is achieved, use one hand to drop decompression levers in quick succession. 

Engine should fire. If not, repeat as often as required. 

 

(Many prefer to use the short length of string provided – see picture in step 3 above. Having checked 

that it is tight around the starter shaft, place the loop around one or both of the decompressors. As you 

turn the engine the string will trip the decompressor: make a special effort to turn the engine further, 

and when the engine fires drop the second decompressor by hand.)     

Reset throttle to tickover as required. When convenient, open both change over valves.    

Air, then water, should come out of the silencer vent. When water is spouting, shut the vent. Then, 

check that cooling water is coming out of the outlet.  

 

If it is not, stop the engine again and investigate the problem.  
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Cooling problems 

In the JP2, the only thing that goes seriously wrong is loss of cooling. If the engine overheats, it will 

start to smoke and labour, and steam will be seen at the water outlet. It is essential to stop the engine 

as soon as possible – serious damage can be done.  

If the inlet valve is open, there are only two places problems may exist.  

 Most likely, the water pump relief valve is fouled by a fragment of material, so that the valve is stuck 

shut and water doesn’t flow.  

 

 Shut the inlet valve and use the small spike provided to remove the valve from the pump housing 

(take great care not to drop the valve into the bilge).  

 

 Inspect the spring carefully, and remove any material (it may be very small).  

Bilge pump suction 
valve 

Water pump 
relief valve 

Water pump  
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 Replace the valve (there is no washer), open up the coolant inlet valve, and restart the engine to 

check cooling.  

 The mudbox may be blocked. It is easily checked by removing the cover and removing the 

contents.  

Setting off 

Engage drive by pushing the gear control lever fully ahead or astern – about 1 ft travel. 

Control power by with the throttle lever.  

Stopping the engine 

If the boat is to be left, shut the water inlet valve and open the drain valve a few minutes before the 

engine is to be stopped. Establishing this routine ensures that we never forget to do it: it’s not strictly 

necessary in summer, but is essential in winter.  

The engine is then stopped by pulling the red-painted end of the governor control lever (or by pushing 

the other end of the lever).  
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Hold it until the engine has completely stopped, or it will run up again. 

No other shut down checks are necessary.  

Bilges 

There is a single bilge, which extends through engine room and cabin. It is pumped by the bilge pump, 

whose suction valve is under the floorboards just on the starboard side of the engine. The pump is 

mechanically linked to the water pump, and so runs whenever the engine is running. Even if the bilge is 

empty, the suction valve should be left open. But it is essential to keep a close eye on the bilge outlet, 

to make sure that oil has not leaked from the engine beds into the bilge so that it can be pumped into 

the canal.  

 
 

Engine Stop  

Drain valve 

Governor dip 
stick  


